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For spin we use spinor instead of vector. A spinor is a set of two complex numbers: 
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Recall, when deriving current through a small structure, we first obtain a Hamiltonian [H].  Usually, 

however, the eigenenergies of [H] represent two degenerate spin levels. 

The proper Hamiltonian for degenerate spin levels is twice as big: 








HO

OH
 with no coupling 

between the spin up and spin down portions. If we assume [H]= [ε] then for two spins proper 

Hamiltonian would be as  = "# $$ # %. 

 

+'( −'(+'(−'( *+,,' 00 −+,,'. 

We assumed ε=0. 
 

  

If magnet is in x direction for channel:   

+0( −0(+0(−0( *+1,2 00 −+1,2. 

To achieve this matrix in z direction basis: 

*+1,2 00 −+1,2. = +1,2 "1 00 −1% 

0( = �100�  �ℎ�� � = 52  6�7 � = 0 8 +'̂−'̂ �cos �2 ���� ��
sin �2 ���� �� � 8 +0(      −0(+'̂−'̂ :1 √2� −1 √2�1 √2� 1 √2� < 

1 √2� "1 −11 1 %=>?>@A
+1,2 "1 00 −1% 1 √2� " 1 1−1 1%=>?>@AB

= +1,2 "0 11 0% 

If magnet is in x direction for channel:   

+C( −C(+C(−C( *+1,D 00 −+1,D. 

To achieve this matrix in z direction basis: 

*+1,D 00 −+1,D. = +1,D "1 00 −1% 

C( = �010�  �ℎ�� � = 52  6�7 � = 52  8 +'̂−'̂ � cos �2sin �2 ���� 8 +C( −C(+'̂−'̂ "1    ��    1% 

"1    ��    1%=>>?>>@A
+1,D "1 00 −1% " 1 −�−�  1 %=>>?>>@AB

= +1,D "0 −�� 0 % 
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Pauli Spin Matrices 

For magnet +,,' in z direction:  EF = +'̂ −'̂+'̂−'̂ "1     00   −1% 

For magnet +,,C in y direction:  ED = +'̂ −'̂+'̂−'̂ "0    −��    0 % 

For magnet +,,0 in y direction:  E2 = +'̂ −'̂+'̂−'̂ "0   11    0% 

 

And For arbitrary direction: +, * ,' ,0 − �,C,0 + �,C −,' . 

 

With magnet ΓH = *γ↑ 00 γ↓. 

Without magnet ΓH = *γ 00 γ. = γ "1 00 1% 

 

 


